
Girl’s Bell Sleeve T-Shirt Dress Pattern (size 3 to 12)
by Scattered Thoughts of a Crafty Mom © 2017

Pattern printing, assembly tips and copyright info:
1.  Download pattern to your pc, open with Adobe Acrobat Reader 
(not the reader in Google Docs.)  Turn o� all formatting and print.
2.  Cut out each block around the outer gray edge and allign the gray boxes, 
edge to edge (don’t overlap) matching up colored circles.
3. Tape pattern together and cut out size needed.
4.  Skirt cutting measurements and pattern/sewing instructions are located at:  
Scatteredthoughtsofacraftymom.com and search for “T-Shirt Dress Pattern.”
5.  Pattern includes a 3/8 inch seam allowance and a 1/2 inch hem allowance.
8.  This pattern is free for you to use and you may sell items you make on a small 
scale.  (Just dont use my photos to sell your products.)
9.  Want to share this pattern?  Share the blog post link and not the pattern link.
10.  Want to say thanks for this free pattern? Share it on Facebook, Instagram, 
tweet it or pin it!  (Rather than sell my patterns , I’ve chosen to earn what I can 
from the sidebar advertisements on my blog, so the more people who visit, the 
better!)   
11. It makes me so happy to see what you’ve made! Please come back and share 
your completed project pictures on my Facebook page or instagram!
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Front and Back Bodice
cut one of each on fold
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Bell Sleeve Ru�e
cut 2 on fold
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